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Abstract: In Market Battery operated wheel chair is available 
but, it cost is not affordable for ordinary people. This chair is 
specially design for ordinary people in consideration of cost but 
without compromising the function of heavy prize wheel chair 
available in market. It running cost is minimum and easily 
operatable. Physically handicapped person can move easily 
without others help. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A wheelchair is device which help user to move from one 
place to desire place by own or other then user. These devices 
operated by motors or by the user who is able to apply effort 
on turning the rear wheels by hand or other then user apply 
effort at handle which is at back of seat. Wheelchairs are used 
by user who unable to walk due to illness, physically disorder 
or other reason. User can move chair by applying effort on 
hand rims or other then user apply effort at handle which is at 
back of seat. 

 
Fig. 1. Wheel Chair Manually Operated 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

As per reference [1] main components of manual operated 
wheelchair are: ergonomically seat as per user requirements , 
foot rests , handle, two large wheels at the back and two caster 
wheels at the front .  
Generally larger wheels in the back which support handrims. 
Handrims helps user to apply effort on it to move chair easily. 
Two caster wheels at the front help for steering action. 
Handles are attached at back to apply effort by other then user. 

Everyday manual operated wheelchairs are two types, folding 
type which is shown in fig.1 and rigid type which is shown in 
fig.2.  
Rigid type wheel chairs have permanently welded joints and 
very less moving parts. In folding type wheel chair joints are 
in such a way that it can fold easily. Rigid type wheel chairs 
required large space as compare to folding type wheel 
operated chair.  

 
Fig. 2. Wheel Chair Manually Operated  

Manually Operated: Manual operated wheelchair means it 
require human effort to move it. The user moves the chair by 
applying effort on the handrims. (Shown in fig.1 and fig.2) 
Electric-powered operated: An electric-powered wheelchair 
means it move by effort developed by electric motor and 
electric motor get energy from pre-charged batteries. (Shown 
in fig.3) A power wheelchair is most suitable in case where 
user unable to apply effort to move chair .various attachments 
are there for steering and controlling power operated wheel 
chair. 
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Fig. 3. Electric-Powered Operated Wheel Chair 

As per reference [2] Challenges for users are Financial 
barriers, Physical barriers, Access to rehabilitation services, 
Education and information, Choice etc. Aim of this wheel 
chair is to considered financial barriers when developing. As 
per reference [3] Mechanical Principles of Wheelchair Design 
is considered during development. Reference [4] illustrates the 
components of a manual wheelchair and a brief description of 
the function of each component. 

III. OBJECTIVE OF PROJECT  

Develop a wheel chair in such a way that a physically 
handicapped person can move easily without others help. Cost 
is most affecting factor so it must be minimum. Running cost 
must be minimum. In general wheel chair must be easily 
operatable and affordable for ordinary people. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF CHAIR  

 In our wheel chair we used electric bike power wheel kit and 
were placed at middle of back side of chair. For Power supply 
12V four batteries were required. Main parts of wheel chairs 
are Motor which is fixed in a big wheel and it is brushless DC 
motor, Controller which controls the motor’s speed, 
Mechanical linkage is arranged on right side of chair hand rest 
so, we can take turn right and left side And Brake and 
accelerator are arranged on left side of chair hand rest so, we 
can reduce the speed by applying brake of wheel chair. We 
can also increase or reduce speed by turning accelerator on 
same side of wheel chair. 
The components of an economical powered wheel chair with a 
brief description of the function of each component are:  
The Base which is lower portion on it all parts are mount, 
Drive wheel is placed at middle of back side of chair, Controls 
control motor speed as per command given by operator, 12V 
four batteries are required to power supply, Seating and 
Positioning is ergonomically design for comfort, safety, 
Seating Systems is manage by Mechanical linkage and it is 
adjustable arranged on right side or left side of chair hand rest.  
 

 
Fig. 4. Isometric View of Wheel Chair 

 
Fig. 5. Front View of Wheel Chair 

 

 

Fig. 6. Side View of Wheel Chair 

V. UNIQUE FEATURE OF YOUR INNOVATION  
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1. Physically handicapped person can move easily without     
others help  

2.  Very less (Minimum) Cost  
3.  Running cost is minimum.  
4.  Easily operatable and affordable for ordinary people 

VI. CONCLUSION 

75% to 80% Overall cost of chair less as compare to heavy 
prize wheel chair available in market without compromising 
functions of chair. With a single charge of 6-8 hours time 
this battery may produce autonomy of 70 to 75 km journey. It 
running cost is minimum and easily operatable. Physically 
handicapped person can move easily without others help. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Generally power operated wheel chair is rigid but in this chair 
power wheel is at centre due to this it may be converting into 
flexible type power operated chair.  
Solar panels are use to charge battery which is non-
conventional source of energy.  
Set sensor and handle chair with help of remote with 
minimum effort of physically handicapped for park or placed 
at desire location  
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